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Dear Parents:
The Georgia Milestone Assessment System (GMAS) is a more demanding assessment system.
The assessment system measures student performance on more rigorous curriculum based on
the Georgia Standards of Excellence. The Division of Teaching and Learning is providing
academic enrichment tasks for students to complete during winter break in order to support their
learning, and to ensure that they continue to reinforce their learning. The assignments focus on
writing because constructed response and extended response questions create a more rigorous
assessment of student writing ability in all grade levels. This more rigorous application of
writing in all content areas is a part of Georgia Milestones.
The assignments will include grades 1-8, and high school EOC tested courses, and will be
provided in all tested areas, English language arts, math, science, and social studies. Students
are encouraged to read the assignments, complete the assessments and return to school in
January with their finished work for teachers to review and support them in areas of need.
Parents are encouraged to assist students with the completion of tasks if needed. Enrichment
packets can be found on the Clayton County Public Schools website (www.clayton.k12.ga.us)
and through the CCPS mobile app.
We encourage you to visit the GADOE website where you can find information on Georgia
Milestones, including a helpful video that explains the purpose for the testing system. Also,
you will find additional resources on the Clayton County Public Schools website, including a
Parent’s Guide to the Georgia Milestones, translated in Vietnamese, Spanish and English.
Thank you for your attention to this matter, and best wishes for the success of our children.
Regards.
Folasade Oladele, Ed.D.

Academic Support Resources for Parents

 There are Common Core workbooks for Mathematics and Language Arts that
can be purchased from Carson-Dellosa Publishing.
 Workbooks are provided for Grades 3-8 at a cost of $9.99 each.
 Workbooks can be purchased directly from the publisher’s website or from
Barnes and Noble.
o Carson-Dellosa Publishing website
 Grades K-5
 Math Workbook
 ELA Workbook
 Grades 6-8
 Math Workbook
 ELA Workbook
o Barnes and Noble website
 Grades K-5
 Math Workbook
 ELA Workbook
 Grades 6-8
 Math Workbook
 ELA Workbook

3rd Grade English Language Arts

Name ____________________________________

3rd Grade Mathematics

MCC3.NBT.1 Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to the nearest 10 or 100.
MCC3.NBT.2 Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and algorithms based on place value, properties of
operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction.
MCC3.NBT.3 Multiply one-digit whole numbers by multiples of 10 in the range 10–90 (e.g., 9 × 80, 5 × 60) using strategies
based on place value and properties of operations.

The table shows the types of shoes sold at a store in one week.
Type
Running
Sandals
Dress
Other
Part A

Number
Sold
73
49
24
75

Number Sold
(Rounded to Nearest 10)

Estimated Number
Sold in 8 Weeks

Round the number sold of each type of shoe to the nearest ten. List your answers in the
table.
Estimate how many of each type of shoe would be sold in 8 weeks. Explain how you
determined your answers.

Part B
The owner of the store said the number of running shoes and sandals together was more
than the number of dress and other types of shoes together. Without adding the numbers,
explain why the owner’s statement does or does not make sense.

Part C
Complete the bar graph, using the numbers given in the table, to show the number of each
type of shoe sold at the store. Be sure to include a title and labels on your bar graph.

3rd Grade Science
Standard
S3P1. Students will investigate how heat is produced and the effects
of heating and cooling, and will understand a change in temperature
indicates a change in heat.
c. Investigate the transfer of heat energy from the sun to various
materials.
d. Use thermometers to measure the changes in temperatures of water
samples (hot, warm, cold) over time.
One hot, sunny day Sally left two buckets of water out in the sun. The
two buckets were the same except that one was black and one was
white. At the end of the day, Sally noticed that the water in the black
bucket felt warmer than the water in the white bucket.
Sally wondered why this happened, so the next day she left the buckets
of water out in the hot sun again. She made sure that there was the
same amount of water in each bucket. This time she carefully measured
the temperature of the water in both buckets at the beginning of the
day and at the end of the day. The pictures below show what Sally
found.

A. What changes do you see?

B. Tell why the changes happened.

3rd Grade Social Studies
Standard
SS3CG1 The student will explain the importance of the basic principles that
provide the foundation of a republican form of government.
a. Explain why in the United States there is a separation of power between
branches of government and levels of government.
b. Name the three levels of government (national, state, local) and the three
branches in each (executive, legislative, judicial), including the names of the
legislative branch (Congress, General Assembly, county commission or city
council).
c. State an example of the responsibilities of each level and branch of
government.

Use your Social Studies knowledge and research from your textbook,
informational articles, and other nonfiction texts to respond to the
writing prompts below.

This task has more than one (1) part. Read each part carefully
and respond.
Part A
Explain one reason the powers of the national government in
the United States are split among three separate branches.
Part B
Explain one reason government power in the United States is
split between the national government and state governments.

